
Washer Tournament 

 2pm - Sunday, October 12th @ The Clubhouse 
 

This will be a two-person team, single elimination tournament. 
 
Each Player will draw a card to determine his/her partner. 
 
After each round players will draw cards again to determine teams for the next round. 
 
First and second rounds, the games will be to 21 points with rally scoring (every point counts with 
no cancellation). 
 
After the first two rounds, we will play 15 point games with the more traditional scoring system 
wherein you cancel your opponents’ points with your own. 
 
No FOUL points will be allowed. If any washer touches the ground outside the box it will be 
considered dead, any point it may generate will be disallowed. 
 
In the event that we have an odd number of players, the unpaired card will have a bye for that 
round.  
 
In the event that we have an odd number of teams, the team drawing the lowest denomination 
card will have a bye for that round. If there are an odd number of teams at the finals, the kings will 
play the queens and the winner will play the aces for the championship. 
 

The cost will be $5.00 per person entry fee. 50% of the entry fees will be given to the winning 
team with the remaining 50% going to the Tishomingo Anglers for stocking the lake. 

 
There will also be an optional pool for high point total. If you want to participate, the entry fee will 
be an additional $5.00. The winner will receive 100% of the money in the pool. Each participant will 
receive credit for his/her teams’ total points from each round and the highest total wins the 
money. 
 
For each round, aces play kings; queen’s play jacks, tens play nines, etc…… 
 

Let’s have some fun, drink some beer and stock the lake! 
 
Following the tournament the LTIA has invited all lake residents to the dinner meeting for the 
annual fish fry. The LTIA will provide the fish, bring a side or desert to share. We will be asking for 
donations to be given to the TAA for stocking the lake. 
 

Beer and wine will be available for tasting and purchase. 
 
Contact shelbyreneski@charter.net for information on the washer tournament or any other 
sponsored LTIA event. 
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